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Tonight, the world will have only save food crops from bugs, plants grow faster with less water. 
213,000 more mouths to feed than _ but destroy themselves afterwards. And a sea farm where we're 
it had last night. Another of our products raising salmon by the thousands. 

Unfortunately, we’re not protects high-moisture feed grains Helping the world grow more 
growing food as fast as people. against spoilage from molds. So food is not the only thing we do. 

But there's still hope of revers- more of the crop ends up as meat. _ But it’s one of the most important. 
ing the trend. We've also developed better Because those 213,000 guests 

Modern technology is increas- ways to store, transport and are coming —whether we're ready 
ing the production of staple food —_ package food. ornot. 
crops in many countries. And we're working on other te 
This “green revolution’ is new ideas: A seed tape that’s CARBIDE 

something Union Carbide is very already helping farmers : 
much a part of. grow more food per acre of land. Today, something we do 

We make insecticides that not Anamazing gel that helps will touch your life. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Sec ek ae groups of people: The first group, a 

Ez a very small one- who make things 
ee - happen; a somewhat larger group- 
secre: S who watch things happen and the 

Sygeaen - great multitude-who don’t know 
——= oS what happens.” 
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Concerned safety perspective 

ded for engineering 

he public is exposed and FPVIET 2 et ype Rt 
"TT rombarded by the media f TD, Dean 
concerning the hazards and risks é F 
they must cope with as a result \ man Ks 
of technological advances. There Cer ' W. Robert 

is some truth in the media’s <a OU - Kober 
account of the dangers to the . 
public from our technological | + at Marshall 
society. However, the media ee 

fails to report the efforts being ” 
made by engineering and engineers > _ 
to ensure that the public is protect- 
ed from dangerous _ situa- a 
tions and conditions. Probably ° 
the most controversial area where _ 
safety is of principal concern is na 
nuclear energy for power genera- a. 
tion. The “facts” in this con- 
troversy are obscured by the 
actions of so-called intervenors urban development, mass trans- — power plant safety (the Rasmussen 
and “protectors”? of the public portation, adequate food supplies, Report, Wash. 1400) reveal that 
interest. These individuals and etc.—require the attention of the public’s fears about the safety 
groups have become alarmists engineering more now than at any of nuclear power clearly may be 
who frighten and mislead the time in mankind’s history. unfounded. On the other hand, 
public because of their ignorance However, it seems that just the ex- reports of the lethal carcinogenic 

and lack of education in scientific istence of these problems hasturn- effects of vinyl chloride could 
and engineering matters, and ed society against engineering. jeopardize a chemical industry of 
because, basically, they fear Engineering education in the over 3 billion dollars a year and 
technology. This situation clearly remaining decades of the 20th endanger the lives of thousands 
presents a very grave challenge to Century must become’ more of people. Where does engineering 
engineering educators and concerned with these problems. stand in these areas of public 
engineering students. Fundamental principles to deal safety? It is of the utmost 

Those of us engaged in with these problems are being importance that engineering 
engineering as a profession, and introduced into our engineering education provide engineering 
those who plan engineering as curricula. The College of students as well as non-engineer- 
a_ profession, must be seriously Engineering-Madison is develop- ing students with a proper 
concerned about the current ing new courses and_ providing perspective on risk, safety, and 
public attitude toward technology. research opportunities in areas reliability of engineering  pro- 
The — sociotechnical problems — concerned with safety, product ducts. processes, and systems 
which concern  societv—energy reliabilitv, and safety analysis of | which impact society and the 
resources, safety and freedom systems. public. 
from risk, environmental quality, Recent studies of nuclear We 
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Engineering Safety Responsibility 
by 

Prof. Richard Moll 

here once was a time when the manufacturer. Lack of privity devices in designing the pro- 
T the safety engineer in a generally barred recovery. Today, duct. 

manufacturing plant was the per- privity is no longer required in the 3. That the design called for 
son responsible for distributing majority of states in negligence materials of inadequate 
safety glasses and safety shoes. actions. This makes it possible strength or failed to comply 
His major concern was minimizing for the injured party to bring with accepted standards to 
employee injuries. With the suit against the manufacturer, make the product fit for 
advent of consumerism and re- distributors, packer, advertiser, the purpose for which it was 
cent changes in products lia- wholesaler, retailer, or anyone intended.* 
bilitv law, today’s safety engineer connected with the sale of the To illustrate the state of pro- 
is more likely to have considerable defective product. Let’s examine ducts liability law involving 
responsibility for the safety of the negligence and strict liability in negligence in design, let’s look at 
manufactured product. His job more detail. the case of Lindroth v. Walgreen 
could range from coordinating the Company, a 1950 Illinois case 
safetv aspects of design, manu- Negligence involving a vaporizer which had 
facturing and materials engineer- Negligence is the omission to do overheated after the water had 
ing to scrutinizing carefully the something which a reasonable boiled away. It was alleged that 
wording on warning labels, adver- man, guided by those ordinary the defendant negligently failed 
tisements, and operational and — considerations which ordinarily to incorporate in the vaporizer a 
instructional manuals.  Let’s — regulate human affairs, would do, safety cutoff switch which would 
examine some of the responsi- or the doing of something which a have automatically stopped the 
bilities and opportunities of a = reasonable and prudent man flow of current, preventing the 

product safety engineer* would not do." In other words, the vaporizer from overheating and 
necessitated by the recent changes _ seller of a product can be held causing the fire. The judgement 
in products liability law and the liable for injuries resulting from was found against both the manu- 
enacting of the Consumer Product improper design, inspection, facturer and the distributor for 

Safety Act. testing or labeling. Today the $65,000, based primarily on 
seller (generally meaning anyone the fact that failure to include 

Products Liability Defined connected with the sale of the the automatic cutoff switch con- 
Products liability is the name product) is liable for negligence in stituted negligence in design, 

currently given to the area the manufacture or sale of a making the vaporizer an inher- 
of case law involving the liability product which may reasonably be ently dangerous product. 
of sellers of chattels to third per- expected to be capable of inflic- There was a time when vapor- 

sons with whom they are not in ting substantial harm if it is defec- izer manufacturers could produce 
privity of contract. It is generally tive. The prevailing interpretation and sell vaporizers that would 
a matter of negligence or strict of “defective” is that the product — vary in price, depending on the 

liabilitv.' More simply it is the does not meet the reasonable ex- quality and the number of safety 
liability of manufacturers for pectations of the ordinary con- features. Today, this would be an 

injuries incurred during the use of sumer as to its safety.’ unwise manufacturing procedure. 
their products. Privity of contract Two areas which are of parti- Applying the rule of negligence 
is the connection or relationship cular concern to manufacturers stated previously, one can see 
which exists between two or more are the failure on their part to why. It is reasonable, the courts 

contracting parties.’ Privity is either design a safe product or the say, to expect that a consumer, 
important because early in the failure to properly warn of certain properly using a vaporizer without 
history of products liability law, hazards resulting from the use of a safety cutoff switch over a long 
it was difficult for a plaintiff to the product. Design negligence period of time, would at some 
sue for injuries resulting from the — cases are generally predicated on time be faced with a situation in 
normal use of a defective product. one of the three theories: which he or she might fail to 
The courts at that time (Winter- 1. That a concealed danger has refill the vaporizer with water. A 
bottom v. Wright, 1842) es- been created by the manu- conscientious customer who might 
tablished the requirement that facturer’s design. use the product over a period of 
there be a direct contract be- 2. That the manufacturer has ten vears or more — and one 
tween the user of the product and failed to supply needed safety day either over-sleeps, talks on 
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the telephone too long, is faced examples of controversial designs —_[ > A\ 
with an emergency situation, or that can aggravate injuries in ee a . . 

any one of a number of instances foreseeable accidents. The courts ~~. M1 a 
in which failure to fill the vapor- are not saying that automobile a a Lea 

izer is understandable — can manufacturers should design >. VY 
hardly be accused of negligence or armored tanks, just reasonably ie ‘ ) 
misuse of the product. The courts safe cars. Just what is reasonably 2 ™* 
are demanding this reasoning _ safe is difficult to ascertain. ; 
on the part of the manufacturer in . . “0 
and holding him responsible for _The other area involving neg- | we a } 
exercising these considerations. _ ligence is the failure on the part =" "7, “ 
And case after case involving of the manufacturer to warn of =|" et 
similar situations have resulted certain dangers in the use of his - 2 site. 

in a finding for the plaintiff. product. A recent Wisconsin case OE ee 
illustrates what is meant by u we ~~ 

One of the more controversial failure to provide proper warnings. ; " < se) 
issues involving negligence in At the same time, it demonstrates A i i 

design is in regard to the injuries Why products liability lawsuits iw —— ae A 
sustained by occupants of an are resulting in such high awards. Ss a el c 

automobile crash in what is Just what is reasonably safe /" "yma 1 a 
termed second-collision injuries. is difficult to acertain. In ee LE 
In this situation, the concern is | October 1973, a Brown County, 7 
whether the automobile manu- Wisconsin circuit court jury ~ ~ 
facturer is responsible for making awarded damages of more than Recently, a company sold a leak 
a car “crash worthy,” that is, of | $643,000 in a suit involving detecting solution containing am- 
such design that minimal injuries | Saviour Canadeo, operator of the — monium which when used on this 
result in the event of an accident. Canadeo Exterminating Com- _ brass flexible gas connector severe- 
Automobiles with gasoline tanks pany, and Dow Chemical Com- _ ly corroded the hose. Mr. Dennis 

placed too close to the occupants, pany. Canadeo, a former inter- Donath, a consumer product safety 
protruding ashtrays and knobs, national Golden Gloves champion investigator, said recently that at 

convertible tops. and  non- and brother of Green Bay Packer pacha gas explosions were traced 
collapsible steering wheels are  star'Tony Canadeo, was exposed to 0 this cause. 

Methyl Bromide gas while he was 
fumigating a boxcar in 1969. As . . 
a result of the exposure to this mask is needed, while another 

* a gas. Canadeo suffered brain Product with the same gas was 
Ty tee, damage and is now confined to a _ designed for inside fumigation and 

. 4 WH 2s ce. wheelchair. After twelve days carried the proper warnings. This 
Sweet Pov t _ can. » of testimony, the jury deliber- case demonstrates why a number 

ag Br “OE VR ated six hours before reaching a _°f consumer products tnat you are 

a ba ke ¥ a a decision finding for the plaintiff probably familiar with are now be- 
os \ me | and establishing damages of ing sold with warnings. Hammers, 

J ig 2 $643,239. Why such a large Chisels, punches and nails now 
3 giles on / 7. amount? A breakdown of the have the warning “wear safety 

~ a \/\ aa A award shows that $200,000 was glasses before using. Automobile 
ia aaa Gg 4 awarded for past and future pain batteries now warn against smok- 
ee eA SCC—~—<“—Ss tnd suffering, $150,000 for iB during recharging of the 

4G aS ‘o  — —simpairment of future earning battery because the flammable 
i Vee capacity, $115,000 for future gases being evolved may cause an 
yo ne ' S02 medical expenses, $49,489 for explosion. Although the warnings 

os ae se % past medical expenses, and to wear safety glasses when using 

ae me / } $28.750 for past wage losses. hammers, chisels, punches and 
\ ’ a 7 The jury also awarded $100,000 nails may not seem necessary, cer- 
Ne to Canadeo’s wife for loss of tainly the warnings regarding the 
~ dé services and companionship. evolution of explosive gases warn 

2 of more subtle dangers that many 
The finding for the plaintiff consumers may not have been 

| resulted from the fact that Dow aware of. Some warnings in the 
Me oaee ek AES in ME Chemical did not provide proper past have been inadequate, as il- 
other Mechanical Engineering warnings explaining that a gas lustrated by the case involving the 

students tested this car seat and mask might not provide absolute sign DANGER FLAMMABLE 
found failure in a 15 mile per hour protection when using a certain LIQUID” which appeared on a 
simulated car crash. Consumer  {migant. The attorneys for Dow — 250-gallon drum, but only on the 
Reports indicates that in a head-on Chemical argued that the reason __ lid. Once the lid was removed — 
crash at 30 miles per hour, achildin for this was that the fumigant yes you guessed it — some un- 
a similar car seat would probably be — used by Canadeo was designed for suspecting person came by with a 

killed. outdoor soil fumigation where no _ lighted cigarette and really got lit! 
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li - IN THE PREPARATION AND 
 \® x SALE OF HIS PRODUCT, AND 

— i.) (b) THE USER OR CON- 
as ._ Oe A SUMER HAS NOT BOUGHT 

a 7 fh -. _ : THE PRODUCT FROM OR 
 . lL 3g ENTERED INTO ANY CON- 

_ -... a a TRACTUAL RELATION WITH 
fer ‘ o THE SELLER. 

— - el / The fact that proof of negli- 
ag _ ao gence is not essential to impose 

OO 6 liability is a frightening pros- 
. . eo! ~ LS. pect for most manufacturers, 
3 _  @®@ - ) / particularly those involved in 

— ——rcrUCUCUlU — A f the production of a large number 
fe 7... “ *s / of products, and particularly 
—, Ca f° if they are consumer products. 
_ a eo The significance of this doc- 

hm vig, : trine, as far as engineers are con- 
| -. “~ ° Sa, ; cerned, is that although in many 

nO } one cases it is impossible to test 
Professor Moll points to missing part of the bottom of an aluminum bat that €Very product, the engineer one of his students investigated. Similar defective bats have caused a number Must weigh the chances of a of injuries. defect causing serious injury 

against the cost of eliminating or 
minimizing defects in the product. 

Products Liability Prevention 
Let’s consider some steps the 

Strict Liability theory. it would be reasonable to product safety enpineeer might. As if situations involving neg- say that because of the past ee eh his company’s 
ligence in design and negligence high quality control of the com- Dry ucts wa kre ity sblishing 
in the failure to properly _ pany. negligence was not the cause he oar ean o is on ae 
warn were not bad enough, a of the defect. Under the theory i ith ee ° ; eC 
majority of courts have now of strict liability, the fact that a va . Pid 4 ie a oe cel. adopted a new doctrine called defect was present and caused the hood Jers a - mish (Or sere 
strict liability in tort, in which plaintiff's injury is often enough AGOGO eee Met causing qaeing 
the negligence of the manufacturer to find for the plaintiff. The  Ury: 1s his company producing n . Da tissue paper or snowmobiles need not be proven. In the cause theory of strict liability in tort ballpoint snowbl , of action known as strict liabi- described in a book published by ha poln os or snow > The 
lity in tort, the plaintiff must the American Law Institute en- urniture: or awh, mowers: e : : ue © a u higher the probability of a product prove the following: titled Restatement of the Law na iiei : ve i 1. That the product contained — Second Torts, 2nd, Page 347-348, aitneat “Hie fob ibs . "hele 

a defect and was unreason- Section 402A describes Strict dasen fe wa Safely a8 pena aad 
2. apy Sangerous. was in the Liability in Tort as follows: to provide all the proper warnings 

control of the manufacturer 402A.SPECIAL LIABILITY OF for its proper use. or that it existed at the SELLER OF PRODUCT FOR products liability exposure and 
time the product left the PHYSICAL HARM TO USER increasing product safety Is to 
defendant’s hands. OR CONSUMER make sure that products conform 

3. That the defect. was the (1) ONE WHO SELLS ANY _ to. federal, state, and trade 
cause of the injuries. PRODUCT IN A DEFECTIVE standards. While conformance 

Under the doctrine of strict CONDITION UNREASONABLY to such standards may not, pre: liability — one of the most DANGEROUS TO THE USER  ‘lude recovery by the plaintiff, recent. highly eonttoversial OR CONSUMER OR TO HIS not adhering to certain standards 
developments in the history of | PROPERTY IS SUBJECT TO could be extremely damaging for 
products liability — a = manu- LIABILITY FOR PHYSICAL the manufacturer. ‘ : 
facturer who might have been HARM THEREBY CAUSED The product safety eneineer 
successfully producing a product TO THE ULTIMATE USER OR Gan INsure: that product safety 
by the hundreds of thousands or CONSUMER, OR TO HIS » 2 Primary consideration 
even millions for years without PROPERTY, IF during all stages of product ever producing a defective (2) THE RULE STATED IN design. He can encourage the 
product. could be held liable SUBSTATION (1) APPLIES AL- design engineer to: help molue if one and only one such product THOUGH, product safety problems peculiar 
reaches a consumer and causes (a) THE SELLER HAS EX- to his company’s product. One serious injury. Under negligence ERCISED ALL POSSIBLE CARE question the product safety engi- 
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neer should always ask of the — cidents occur each year involving safety which will drive up the 

designer is whether or not the the use of household and cost of products and simply be 

design of the product could be recreational products. Ap- passed on to consumers. While 

changed in such a manner that proximately 110,000 of these ac- this latter statement is an un- 

the product does not fail catras-  cidents resulted in hospitalization fortunate fact, it is also a fact 

trophically when it wears out, and an estimated 30,000 of them that presently manufacturers 

thereby inflicting serious injury. were fatal. Congress established pay only a small percent of the 

The product safety engineer, the Consumer Products Safety cost of injuries resulting from the 

with his understanding of pro- Commission with the principal use of their products. According 

ducts liability. could encourage mission of protecting consumers to Dr. Carl Clark," approximately 

other engineers to participate in against unreasonable risk 89°. of the public carries health 

the writing of operational and associated with consumer insurance which covers a signi- 

instructional manuals, advertise- products. The term consumer  ficant part of injury costs. Medi- 

ments. and other information products covers almost every item care and Medicaid, government 

concerning the product. Inaccurate found in the home or used in support of hospitals, and income 

labels. wording on packages, recreational activities except food, tax deductions cover another 

sales literature, promotional motor vehicles, tobacco, drugs, part, yet the injured family also 

materials. and manuals, as well and a few products covered under suffers a significant part of injury 

as improper packaging, have other acts. costs in terms of reduced savings 
been the cause of many products The Consumer Product Safety and reduced income. It is, there- 

liability lawsuits. In all his work, Commission has the power to ban fore, a fact that if someone is 

the product safety engineer must products; require recalls, repairs, injured we help pay perhaps 

always remember that manu- or repurchase: initiate the develop- _ half of the costs. The conclusion 

facturers are not being asked to ment of mandatory products is that we all have an interest 

design and manufacture the best standards: and impose civil in making products as safe as 

possible product, or even a better penalties up to $500,000 and possible. The product safety 

product than their competitors — criminal penalties up to $50,000 — engineer will make this happen. 

just a reasonably safe one. and/or one year in jail for VE 
failure to comply with certain BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Enter the Consumer Product provisions of the act. Product Prosser. W.L., Handbook of the Law 

Safety Commission safety engineers or coordinators Orie Ah Baipon, Ds hs Wert 

The reason that I predict that can help a consumer product Minnesota 1971. Pany., Rts Bubs 

product safety engineering will be | manufacturer comply with the Blacks Law Dictionary, 4th. Edition, p. 
of more and more interest to act, and help reduce injuries re- 1361, West Publishing Company, 1968. 

manufacturers is not only to help sulting from the use of consumer pasa Handbook of the Law of 
stem the tide of manufacturers — products. Torts, Ath Edition, p. 659, West Pub- 
products liability lawsuits but to lishing Company, St. Paul, Minnesota, 

conform to one of the newest Summary l971. ; oe 
pieces of consumer legislation, the Many engineers, particularly Peas Me Se pondenwills, PR 
Consumer Product Safety Act, those who have little perspective banlicctions ue aan ee and 

. : plications, American Management 

signed into law in October 1972. beyond engineering problems, Association, Inc., p. 23, 1970. 
Establishment of the act was feel that only lawyers really Clark, Carl C., “Safety System Dynamics 

primarily the result of a study by benefit from products liability for Camsumen Enasuetsy Some Factors 

the National Commission on lawsuits, and that the manu- TREE “franeactions ont Indusier td 
Product Safety. which determined facturer is being burdened by the General Applications, Vol. 1GA-6, 
that an estimated 20 million ac- increased attention to product No. 6, p. 534-539, Nov. Dec. 1970. 
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Indifference causes fires... 

Planning buildings 

for fire safety 
by Chuck Kuehn of the Engineer Staff 

66 Tndifference... where it is cost effective technology is applied THE CODE STANDARDS, 

Tica excusable.” is the to meet those objectives. Re- which require certain types of 

major cause of fires in this coun-  lationships among components fire resistent materials to have 

try. This opinion, along with becomes important and _trade- hour ratings, are based on the 

some ninety recommendations offs are sought. For example if an type, size, use, and occupancy of 

are the result of the Report of | alarm and sprinkler system are the proposed buildings. 

the National Commission on _ installed, then fireproofing re- Laboratories for testing fire 

Fire Prevention and Control. quirements may be reduced.” resistent building materials 

Commissioned in 1970 by Pres. Aaron explained how just such are located throughout the United 

Richard Nixon and completed a cooperative system could work States. Forest Products Lab- 

two vears later, the report came with regards to the Wisconsin oratory in Madison is one such 

down hard on those involved in — state building code. facility. 

the architectural and engineering In their report, the national 

fields. commission vigorously attacked 

“Designers of buildings gen- the present system of standards 

erally give minimal attention to being used, faulting both build- 

fire safety in the buildings they ing designers who substitute 

design. They are content, as are materials and the laboratories 

their clients, to meet the minimal that design the testing. 

safety standards of the local < “When a designer uses a mat- 

building code. Often both assume <ieee erial in a way of knowing how 

that the codes provide completely iu or whether the fire safety 

adequate measures rather than et ; characteristics are different” 

minimal ones.” the Commission Hi 4 the report said. 

said. Lobe Regarding testing procedures 

Larry Aaron, of Architects- ence the Commission complained 

Engineers Inc.. a Madison firm, Hi that the standards are ‘‘based 

confessed that the Commission’s Prt on empirical knowledge rather, 

claim is “usually true’. “The ss than a fundamental understand- 

problem” said Aaron, “is. that aa ing of the behavior of fire.” 

vou have a couple things to a ~. “THIS LACK OF theoretical 

consider here. First of all, there and experimental underpinnings,” 

are your clients needs and de- the report continues, “contrasts 

sires and secondly, there is the “Exit requirements,” he ex- sharply with such fields as 

cost. factor. If for example,” plained, “in an industrial building mechanical and electrical 

said Aaron, “you were going to such as a factory demand that engineering. In the latter field, for 

choose between a masonry and every room in the building be example, the effects of changing 

a stud construction and the within 100 feet of a door. By the diameter of a wire, or design of 

stud construction was the installing a sprinkler system,” a circuit or the amount of current 

cheaper route, vou would choose — said Aaron, “you can extend that pushed through a system can be 

that. despite the fact that masonry — beyond one hundred _ feet and expressed as mathematical 

would provide better fire protec- thereby enlarge your building equations and predicted quite ac- 

tion.” and maintain the same number  curately. If such equations could 

FOCUSING ON THE con- of exits.” be written to predict the effects of 

siderations designers must make, The Wisconsin state code is fire and its combustion products, 

the Commission's aim is to under the jurisdiction of the — then changes in a material or its 

unite the fire safety and cost Wisconsin Administrative Code use would lead to known changes 

factors. involved in building, and the Rules of the Department in fire safety characteristics, 

into what thev call a “systems of Industry, Labor and Human without expensive testing. Further 

approach”. “Ina systems Relations. As is typical of most research is desperately needed” 

approach,” the report states, building — codes, two-thirds to the report concluded. 

“objectives are set for the build- three-fourths of its provisions 

ing as a whole, and then the most deal specifically with fire safety. We 

WISCONSIN ENGINEER 8
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Frank DeCaria holds a BS-ChE 

m West Virginia University. He’s twenty-four : , a . 
rs old and Hes worked at Du Pont’s Old Hickory i 4 ua, 
nt near Nashville for just over two years now. 4 , as i” , A 

When Frank joined Du Pont, he ; 4 PP i i, : 
mediately went to work on the start-up of a a © ‘ 
Ww waste treatment plant. The resulting system a - te, 4 
vides a cleaner environment for thousands roy 2" tS : 

bass, bluegill, and carp. In addition, his work i aw ai? Cg RP om 
s helped concentrate trace quantities of scarce ‘ ‘ »y Oe 
aterials to recoverable levels. — j ek 

At the moment, Frank is a member “ee { > aa isd Ge aie a team working to make the waste is id os Bd 
‘atment plant even more efficient. B . . . 1983, he expects that the BOD ro 7" 
scharge rate will have been further pee — o juiced te less than 10% of its A Y 
rrent level. # i . F 

Frank's contribution is not ‘a ’ if s 
ique. Du Pont has a reputation aa Ss 4 a 
getting young a pguteets into i : ta ' a ‘ 
> mainstream quickly. ie pis, bod * a 

If you'd like to work for a A Ve Fee | . ee 
mpany where contributions eek aN rE Bee a gS 
ally count and where you're Poet | Read § Py 
ore than just another number CM hee Pa ae ie ee “ 
a computer printout, do what Gig ge od ee Foe 
ank did. Talk to your Du Pont g ao Gk Be ae ee ee Ear his ‘ 
rsonnel Representative. He'll ge, a CU Pia: ee Bie Pe fy 
ow you how to help yourself Z os ee ie. ee Pb; ee! 
le Relping others. Ea on Se ——_——- WR ea: ane ppm # y 

ns ilmington,DE. . EP ee a re ; ngton,DE. 198 obi aoe ws “4 
Du Pont...there’s a world of things in Segre By Be eo eet 
u can do something about fo Peg > ibe, Bil ee PAHs a Keg 

- ce ° hall Pyle g ee 
a : MG oy fe NF i v 
* § ewe ii 
. a iy oF yt fi D 

An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F. oS
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i \ 7) 2 ee | This year the Navy will seek about 500 

es es, Cs | of the country’s top college graduates for its nuclear 

ee ee = energy program. 
= ye suet So a It’s the most comprehensive training 

e| NS _ program available in today’s most exciting energy field. 

\ ee fw PS <e It’s got to be. More than 70% of the 

\ ey (ile a —— ‘ country’s nuclear reactors are operated by Navy men. 

Wet yy y Sa ’. Sy”, So our standards are extremely high. 
Ne 2g 1s Va ee To qualify, you must have a solid background in 

; Me a ag ay f : A F | ~~ engineering, math or physics. Be able to learn advanced 
7 a \\,\ * 7 2 | technology at an accelerated pace. 

a, | W/W _ FF And, of course, have what it takes to 

Va ) = become an officer in the U.S. Navy. 

= ¢€ y J -«s If you're selected, you'll be paid a starting 

— fo salary comparable to most salaries given junior 
p Li fe A . . 5 : ~ 
po 9 aa/ 3 of . | executives in private companies. And be placed ina 

J a | yf ve position of responsibility quickly. 
ae i. If you're still in college, there are several 

: va ~ Ve special programs for you, including a full scholarship 

od ' available for your junior and senior years. 

ae Do you think you're good enough? 
| ' If so, mail the coupon. Or call our toll-free number, 

800-841-8000 (in Georgia, 800-342-5855 ), anytime, 

gy day or night, and ask for the Nuclear Desk. 

B ial. Join the Nuclear N e someone special. Join the Nuciear Navy.
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Exploring fire detecti 
by Chuck Kuehn of the Engineer Staff 

F™ prevention, is a two step THE DEPARTMENT OF 
process. Not only is it im- co Safety has also introduced a new 

perative to place importance on — ) type of fire extinquisher which 
what goes into a building initially, _|SMOKEY |-. contains a dry chemical- 
it is just as critical to provide for ~ y monoamonium phosphate. This 
the best possible fire prevention C iG single extinquisher will replace the 
systems upon completion. - oe: old system of having three 

Assigned to this task at the \¥ a separate class A, B, and C ex- 
University of Wisconsin-Madison Soren tinquishers, each designed for a 
is B. A. Uminski, the Fire Preven- cq a“ we we specific type of fire. 
tion and Safety Training Officer in ee ~ ‘ty “People will no longer be con- 
the Department of Safety. if \ yey fused as to whether or not they are 

Uminski described how the f, } i \ 1 using the right kind,’ said 
overall fire safety svstem on cam- i iq ' K ) ' Uminski. “Laboratories still re- 
pus operates. “Located in offices ie \e3 Seay Lo? | quest that we give them carbon 
of Protection and Security is a fK | nt dioxide extinquishers,” he added, 
lightboard, monitered 24 hours a . \ ip 1 aa “since with dry chemical there is 
day. The panel contains lighted Ae be a § the danger of harm to research and 
blocks representing each building ~ AY \ PAN " via massive clean-up required from 
on campus.” In the event of a fire, EN . ¥ Vy mh the residue.” 
a specific block will light up, AY if With regards to those involved 
relating to the dispatcher not only AX SE shy in the design and construction 
the building floor, and wing in- “ eran urHike'l4 fields, the Commission suggested 
volved, but also whether or not an a 4 that “the absence of training in 
alarm was pulled or whether a this country (only the University 
detection device has activated while.” said Uminski. ‘Besides of Marvland and the Illinois 
itself. THE FIRE DETECTION _ that. they require a good air-flow Institute of Technology have 4- 
devices used by the Safety Depart- system to function properly. We year Bachelor of Science degrees 
ment are of five basic varieties, used to have these in the dens at in fire protection engineering) 
each designed and placed in a Tripp and Adams halls,” grinned helps explain the unenthusiastic 
specific room or building for a Uminski, “but the guys would attention which architects and 
specific purpose. play cards and smoke and the engineers, when designing 

Perhaps the oldest device used darn things would go off.” buildings. give to fire safety 
is the automatic water sprinkler. Specially designed fans are also provisions,” 
In existence since the early 1900’s, used on campus. Equipped with The report therefore 
this system has protected both smoke detectors in the exhaust recommended three things to in- 
North and South Halls. two of the ducts. they will, on activation, stitutions of higher learning: 
oldest buildings on campus. shut down all the air handling First. schools giving degrees in 

Each sprinkler is activated systems in the building to choke a architecture and engineering 
when a small piece of lead on its fire. should include at least one course 
frame melts, at 160 degrees, Heat detectors are a fourth in fire safety. 
releasing a circular stream of device employed. Enclosed within “Second, registrations boards 
water at the rate of 20 gallons a a metal dome placed on the ceiling —_ require a specific number of credit 
minute. Each unit attached to the is a small bellows, inside of which hours of fire protection engineer- 
ceiling will spray about a 10 x 10 is a vacuum. When the air sur- ing to qualify for state licensing for 
ft. area, rounding the bellows is heated the — appropriate disciplines within 

Another device used is the bellows contracts, forcing two architecture and engineering. 
ionization detector. Also placedon metal clips previously separated The third recommendation, 
the ceiling, these units contain a to make contact. A short results, aimed directly at touching 
test plate sensitive to car- activating an alarm. everyone in the sensitive spot of 
bon.*’They are quick detectors and Electro-magnetic doors have funding, suggested that ‘federal 
will pick up carbon particles been installed in the new Teachers funds for engineering and ~ 
before vou even see the smoke,” Education building on campus. architectural schools might be 
Uminski explained. This safety feature is designed to contingent upon schools having 
THEY DO HAVE their keep certain doors open at all adequate fire protection engineer- 

weaknesses. however. ‘The trou- times. In case of a fire though, the ing requirements as part of the ble with them is that they must be doors are triggered to close degree curriculum.” 
kept clean, the test plates washed automatically in certain areas, 
with alcohol every once and a isolating specific corridors. BE 
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engineering 
degree, wed like g F 

engineering 
career. 

Sargent & Lundy's entire business is engineer- 

ing and engineering is exactly what we would 

hire you to do. We are the nation’s largest 

consulting and design engineering firm and 

specialize in projects for the electric utility 

industry. The industry and ourselves are grow- 

ing continuously and we have an increasing 

need for graduates with bachelor and advanced 

degrees in many engineering disciplines. 

If an engineering career is your plan, we would 

like to talk with you. Please make an appoint- 

mentthrough your placement office to interview 

with us. Our company representative will be on 

the Madison campus, February 19, 1975. 

Thomas G. Longlais, B.S., 1969, 
Michigan Technological 
University; M.S., 1972, 

oe ~ University of Wisconsin, Civil 
ee Engineering. Presently, 

assistant chief structural 
| toni design engineer, Structural 
Cs 3 poe Design and Drafting Division. 

we on “| think your time would be 
BiB CoN well spent by talking to 

i ] hy Sargent & Lundy. Here, I’m 
gg) sf not only asked, but allowed 
“ew \) Fa to do the work | trained 

/ myself to do!’ 

— SARGENT ® LUNDY 
tu eZ = aie ENGINEERS 

a CQ EZ 55 East Monroe Street, Chicago, 
mas Illinois 60603 * (312) 269-2000 

= An equal opportunity employer. 
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JUMP FOR YOUR LIFE! 
By Wayne Hochrein 
of the Engineer Staff 

o you have the secret ability to 
D leap tall buildings in a single on, 
bound? How about the secret aS 
ability to jump down from tall Q 
buildings and walk away un- © oO 
harmed? If by chance the building ——— 
you are in happens to be on fire, 

escape is desireable no matter Pee — 

how it’s done, secret ability or 
not. on 

Three mechanical engineering 
students: (Tom Smart, Fred 
Stanek and Steve Urbanowski) 
under the supervision of Dr. Ali 
Seireg developed a device called 
a cable descent harness that pro- 
vides a safe means of escape 6) 

from burning high rises. OQ 
The cable descent harness oo 

lowers a person by means of a Pe 
steel cable to safety below. TT oS DO 
THE HARNESS CONSISTS 6) 4 70 | 

of a parachute harness, spool, SS ST — o io" 
automobile-type shock absorbers ~ ~“_N = 2 
and 500 feet of steel cable. The @ Se Ss, “v Lo | 
unwinding cable causes the >< < ——— =p — OD) 
spool to turn. Cranks (Number So pS 
5 of figure) mounted on the spools (3) 
shaft are connected to the shock _H 
absorbers (Number 1 of figure). ——— 
The shock absorbers dissipate the lor. 
energy, acting as a_ breaking ef OSO™—OCPS 
device. The cable can be attached Gg Cit ~ 
to any opening that offers access to oO 
a safe landing. 15" 

The model constructed weighed 
approximately 20 pounds. It 
could easily be put on without General layout of safety harness 

help and the harness adjusts THERE IS NO operational high recognition. 
to any size person. The device cost, no maintenance required With the number of high 
doesn’t require adjustment for and nothing can wear out. The rises seen today there is the 
people of different weights. durability over time depends threat of fire trapping people 

“There is no limit on how you only on the life of the shock on upper stories. There is a 
jump or from where you jump.” absorbers. Theoretically these need to have an_ inexpensive, 
explains Professor Seireg. could last for many years and safe means of escape such as the 

The weight of the harness could still work effectively when cable descent harness. 
be reduced by having the compo- needed. Everyone may not be a super- 
nents specially designed for weight The harness was taken to a man but as long as people can 
reduction. It was estimated that national contest dubbed ‘“Stu- escape from a fire unharmed 
the unit could be mass produced dents Against Fire’, in Marinette, they don’t need to be. 
for about ten dollars. Wis., May 1-4 and_ received ve 
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We make big tonnage items and small ones too. 
Naturally, marketing these products takes a 
well-coordinated sales effort. 

At Bethlehem we manufacture a and process control, mechanical Meantime, pick up a copy of our 

wide variety of products serving design and maintenance. How booklet ‘Bethlehem Steel’s Loop 

many important markets. The steel about Sales work? A career in dis- Course’’ at your placement office 

business is our nation’s basic in- trict or home office sales, as a Or write: Director—College Rela- 

dustry. Engineers seeking mean- contracting manager, orasasales tions, Bethlehem Steel Corporation, 

ingful careers will find plenty of engineer are all possibilities Bethlehem, PA 18016. 

opportunities with us. If you think you can produce, why 
What can an engineer do in our not give us a chance to sell you on perndeney an equal opportunity 
steel plant operations? You name Our corporation sttL | employer 

it—production supervision, quality Watch for our recruiter's visit —- 

15 NOVEMBER, 1974
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The nightmare of nuclear safety 
by Jeff Kratz of the Engineer Staff 

he whole issue of nuclear system that works on roughly the the uninformed, mislead public, 
T plant safety is like a night- same principle as a car radiator. If | unsolved questions about nuclear 
mare. Like a nightmare, seem- there would be a breakdown inthe —_ power plant safety are so grave 
ingly unreal and impossible cooling system, the core would that the U.S. should consider a 
happenings are taking place. Like overheat, and perhaps reach complete halt to nuclear power 
a nightmare, it is partially the temperatures that might melt plant construction while we see if 
result of your own actions. some of the core housing. Op- these serious questions can, 

Nearly everyone will agree that ponents say this would greatly in- somehow, be resolved.” Moreover, 
nuclear power plants have the crease the danger of radioactive a recent news report indicated the 
potential to be of tremendous contamination of the surrounding AEC found 3,333 violations in 1,- 

value in the fight to overcome a environment. Proponents dis- 288 of 3,047 inspections last year. 
real energy shortage either today agree. Cashwell provides a counter 
or in the future. Yet at the same “Its very unlikely that a cooling argument, saying that there has 
time, nearly everyone will agree system would totally break never been a major breakdown at 
that the construction and opera- down,” said Richard Cashwell, any nuclear power plant that 
tion of nuclear power plants — supervisor of the nuclear reactor threatened public safety, that 
throughout the country is opposed located on the UW campus. “Even nuclear power plants are designed 
by a sizable portion of the popula- if it did, there are other safety to be able to accept the loss of one 
tion, devices that would prevent the or more safety checks and still 

How is this possible? How can discharge of any radioactive pose no danger to the public. He 
something that has so much _ material into the air.” also said most violations found by 
potential for good suffer from such Opponents answer by pointing the AEC are on reporting techni- 

a bad public image? This is the to the occasional cooling system ques, not on safety. 
nightmare of the proponents of | malfunctions that are reported by And when (or if) we wake up 
nuclear plants. the existing plants, such as the one from this nightmare, the whole 

OR, TURNING THE question — recently at the Dairyland Power question of waste disposal must be 
around, how can engineers and (Co-op reactor in Genoa, Wiscon- considered. What do you do with 
power companies claim there is no sin. radioactive waste that will be 
danger from these plants when the AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL, dangerous for the next 100,000 
Atomic Energy Commission _ retired AEC safety analyst Carl J. years? But this is a dream for 
(AEC) finds fault in one out of Hocevar said in his resignation another night. 

three inspections and when the letter that ‘“‘in spite of the soothing WE 
cooling systems keep breaking  reassurances that the AEC gives to 3 
down with frightening regularity? " 
This is what keeps opponents from . Gan 
sleeping soundly at night. aK Hy a 

The issue here centers on the {() a 
light water-cooled nuclear power Th 3, | ay 
reactors that are now in operation a aS pan 3 
in different parts of the country. SS== cyl 
This is the same type of reactor i 
that is being proposed for the Lake bd 
Koshkonog area here in Wiscon- i 
sin. These reactors have no chance TY 4 
of ever exploding like atomic Wl aul ; 
bombs. and most people, in- LT \ i 
cluding many opponents of 2  , lf 
nuclear plants, know this. The 8 If 
safety question hinges on the cool- : oy “fh > , i 
ing svstems and their reliability. 1 yo Wh . My 

Nuclear reactors produce large we aN A ° oy (e / 
amounts of radioactive nuclear fis- Lag SS KYA! 6. J Ga 
sion products. Any release of these el . 8 ff +S \ & my 
products into the atmosphere = ~ ) fi SEIT, 
would pose a great threat to public . eS loa Po Qe 

safety. - ey ae 
TO GUARD AGAINST this, ad SSeS 

the core is kept cool, usually “sf . GRHNRE IE 
through the use of water in a 
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to keep people talking. Bell Labs chemical didn’t exist, so we asked Stan Kaufman, a 1970 

physicist Stan Kaufman invented a material that Ph.D. from Brown University, to tackle the problem. 

turns waterlogged underground phone cable Drawing on his knowledge of molecular structure and 
into a water-free ‘‘jelly roll” that can carry calls working with telephone company engineers—some- 

again. Pumped through football-field lengths times in muddy cable trenches—Stan came up with a 
of cable as a liquid, the material forces water out ~—_ new compound. A Western Electric engineer modified 
and then turns to jelly—to keep the water out. a pump to force the compound through long lengths of 

Water sometimes seeps into cable damaged by cable. And during field trials, operating telephone 

plows, lightning, gophers, or sharp rocks. Phone engineers suggested installation procedures. 

calls going through the cable become noisy or Bell Telephone companies are happy because they 
don’t go through at all. Until now telephone don’t have to dig up as much waterlogged cable, 
companies had to abandon waterlogged cable, which often runs under highways and people’s lawns, 
or dig it up and replace it, or use acetone to and because restoring an otherwise good cable helps 
flush out the water. Once the acetone was hold down the cost of providing telephone service. 
evaporated, however, there was 

nothing to prevent water from he. 

getting back in again. Lia: es = 

We needed an inexpensive a q Be sci 
water-repellent liquid that i , <i y a... 
would turn into a jelly inside . »* | es 

a Cee aiiee, 8 * 
a cable and plug up holes. a ee aul Ae a %, 
The material alsohadtobe p | a aN ee, ae 
electrically nonconduc- a” Le | Ae  -~. 84 

tive so it wouldn’t , a hl oe i= 
interfere with tele- “ ‘ , US — — 
phone signals. ; ah _ | ‘ ' 
Such a material naa sy - Ce wren eet 

oe , er>} o ee se re ee “ “ a : anata eo 

——-. ee ee Ag ee 

~~ ge fe : ba ———e ™ ~ 

(pa A Ah ws -Z : ‘ : 

fe oe ar 

2 ae yg | 
eee... j : 

ie Adin eh eels te > 

ge a 
Od ar tea aes 

Lee NA ee Cee, ar 
aes SOR As J Peake t As 

ee Nt Zee es jie. i 1 2 2 

or ear ¢ es a 
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7 y engineers company. 
B.S 

LEHIGH 

B.B.A., MANHATTAN COL. 
M.S., COLUMBIA 

U.S. MIL. ACAD B.S. B.S. 
M.S., U. OF VA U. OF MARYLAND CARNEGIE TECH 

B.S., CCNY BS. 
BS. BS. M.S., TEXAS A&M GEORGIA TECH 

OHIO STATE CARNEGIE-MELLON Ph... CORNELL 

A.B., M.S. B.S. B.S. B.S., PURDUE ‘ 

B.S B.S Ph.D. 
MAT. U. OF MICHIGAN U. OF MICHIGAN 

B.S. 
U. OF WASHINGTON 

Engineering top management is just one of 
many reasons why B&W is the company for engineers. 

At Babcock & Wilcox, there are unusual With over $1 billion in shipments a year and 
opportunities for graduating engineers to work a backlog of $3 billion plus, you won’t spend 
with people committed to technical leadership. much time in training programs. We need crea- 
You can quickly get involved in areas where B&W tive engineering types who can meet the most 
is making a real impact. demanding standards, take responsibility. And 

For instance, we're a major manufacturer of we offer rewards to match. Don’t take our word 
nuclear and fossil-fuel steam systems, the for it. Just look at how some of our engineers 
world’s largest supplier of specialty tubular prod- have done. 
ucts and ceramic fibers. And we're becoming a Take the first step. See your Placement 
significant force in computers and control sys- Director or write to: Manager, College Recruit- 
tems, machine tools, coal gasification and ing, Babcock & Wilcox, 161 East 42nd Street, 
industrial automation. New York, New York 10017. 

Babcock & Wilcox 
WISCONSIN ENGINEER 18
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Everything 

you wanted to know about 

the 

Occupational 
U P he most identifying character- 

T istic about OSHA is that 
no one really knows what it is or 

Safety does. No, it is not an Oriental 
greeting, its the Occupational 
Safety and Health Act put into 
effect in April, 1971, by the 
Department of Labor of the 

Gq n Federal government. It is designed 
to protect the working person 
against safety and health hazards 
on the job. Sounds good, doesn’t 

Hea | t ik it? Unfortunately it isn’t very well 
liked by either labor or 
management! 

In theory OSHA should be a 
A t great idea since before it took 

Cc control, the amount and standards 
of occupations safety legislation 
in different states was so diver- 

by sified. Some states had little or 
no protection for laborers. Others, 
like Wisconsin, had a good pro- 

Peggy Lawrence gram already in use, but OSHA 
of the Engineer Staff provides one set of standards to 

be followed by the whole nation. 
At the same time, it encourages 

the states to develop their own 
programs that are “at least as 
effective” as the federal program. 
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Once a state has a plan that has only HO a, Philadelphia lawyer, 

been approved by OSHA they i a i Seeing ber tuberaast 

will also help in the enforcement of i Ar eal tien ah e in all 

safety laws, under close super- Mm. ia Ee ton hich hat wa 

vision by the federal administra- openings from whic ere is a 

. en ca drop of more than four feet, and 
tion. If, after a minimum three ‘ 5 

, the bottom of the opening is 
vears, the state program meets 1 th th fect ab th 

the federal criteria the federal ess. whan earee! Test above! we 
: working surface must be protected 

government will pull out complete- with ds rail” e 

ly and leave the states to keep up val that eoaind al | ie 

the standards and enforce them. three feck chovi 4He. rei oases 

ae ALL THES Pie have a guard rail, even after 
why doesn’t anyone like Os d 5] (includi th 

i ‘ glass including thermopane 

abe a Se : sgn bn been ested 
me “ine” . ft ‘0 comply — wit! $ 

rate has not dropped since OSHA fp HA regulations requires more than just 
took effect. The truth is that os \ a set ‘of their standards. The 

OSHA just does not have the y standards put out by the Atomic 

money or the man power to do / Energy Calaaiteaion “The 

a good job of enforcement. So far f American National Standards 

only about three per cent of the t Institute, The American Con- 

work-places in the nation have ference of Government Industrial 
ee EEE ee sel tama p Hygienists and other groups are 
yudget was $38.5 million an also a necessity. 

by 1975 it is expected to be $102.5 So far OSHA has been doing 

million. However this still isn’t well by finding for substandard 

enough. conditions. If an employer wishes 

Because of the limitations to contest a fine he can take it 
; ft ‘ C 

encountered through lack _ of 9 to a panel of three men appointed 

personnel and funds, OSHA { by the President. If they agree 

has made five industries their that there might be cause for 

prime targets. These are the an appeal, the case is taken 

industries with the highest _ to court. OSHA now has 40 

injury rates; long-shoring, roofing _ judges hearing cases but they 

and sheet metal, meat processing, fa aN are still swamped. Like our 

mobile homes, and lumber and et beiea other court systems there is a 

wood products. But they still wait before a case is heard. 

have not been able to even reach Many people have appealed 

all of these industries. Their but only a few of the fines 

first priority of course is to check have been revoked. 

on complaints. What little time IN SPITE OF THESE pro- 

is left after this is used for tar- blems, some states, Wisconsin 

get industries and for random included, already have permission 

inspections. to carry on their programs. 

Congress has given OSHA the Others want no — of . jis 

power to do two things that job are content to let the federa 

safety and health programs have aa run the eral 

not been able to do up to now. a en more states have fully 

OSHA can conduct inspections eveloped their own plans and 

of working places without ad- po ther into practice, better 

vanced warning and they may EMPLOYERS DON’T believe oie oe ce ee 

invoke fines. Many medium the law itself is bad, but they Poi ti0¢s the burden will be more 
ay : : 5 , sult since the burden will be more 
sized businesses complain that do feel that many of the regula- Se 

_ : f bus- ‘i = evenly distributed. 
OSHA will put them out of bu tions are too picky, some even : a: 

ace by : . Ya: The overall picture is good. 
iness (although none have gone tg the point of ridiculousness The laborer now has a definite 

bankrupt yet). (ie. if ice is used to cool drinking place to take his complaints and 

Some of the regulations seem water, it must not come in contact tp, employer must keep definite 

too strict. and expensive. For with the water). Some regulations records of all major injuries and 

instance, decreasing the noise also seem Sen acinar as illnesses. These are two of the 

levels in factories from 90 to requiring vehicles on cons ruction things OSHA has changed. Its 

85 decibels could cost American sites to be equipped with back- clear they're heading in the 

sinesses i d $31 u alarms yet making some - ae eye 8 . 
businesses an estimated + p Ss 3 right direction, it just takes time 
billion. OSHA’s regulations have __ workers wear ear plugs. to get there. 

also raised construction costs 10 Much of the law seems to have 

to 35 per cent. been written to be understood Vy 
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Come 
and make us more sophisticated than we already are 

We look for Ch.E.’s, M.E.’s, LE.’s, and E.E.’s blessed with the personal 

sophistication to understand that the employer’s technical, marketing, and 
management sophistication counts for more than an attractive starting salary 
(which Kodak offers) and a generous benefits package (which, of course, we 

also offer). 
Most work we pay for is interdisciplinary, but a good grounding in the 

fundamentals of your own discipline is what you bring with you from your 

campus. The blending is what you learn here. 
Three dimensions of choice: 

1. PLACE 
A photographic-industry career in Rochester, N.Y. or Windsor, Colorado 

or 
A fibers-plastics-chemicals career in Kingsport, Tenn. or Longview, Texas 

2. FUNCTION 
Designing products, processes, production equipment and methods, jobs, 

facilities 
or 

Keeping the factory running 
or 

Research, not necessarily fundamental 

3. GOAL 
To become more and more of an authority in a technical area which may 
be deep or broad 

or 
To acquire through personal accomplishment in a technical job the knowl- 
edge of our business to handle administrative or marketing assignments 

competently 

For the specifics on all this, tell your placement officer of your interest in 

Kodak, or ask 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 

Business and Technical Personnel 
Rochester, N. Y. 14650 

An equal-opportunity employer f/m



We're looking for 
sineers who know 

a great tunity 

hen th it when they see it. 
The more you know about the energy problem, the more yr 2 < . 

you know that electricity is going to play a larger and larger ee 
part in helping solve it. (\) aie : 

Electric power is one of the greatest opportunities in : . F 
engineering today. ; : 

And as the world’s leading manufacturer of products ‘ 
that generate and use electricity, General Electric can excet 
offer you opportunities that few other companies ‘Sun é 
ean match. pI) Fs —— | 

At GE you might go to work on nuclear S44) 4 ean fi 
power plants. Or help manufacture nuclear fuels. if JJ No a7 vere ae 4 
ane wert agen poh areas. Saesit Lf ad 4 trp JZ 

r maybe help develop more efficient fossil- ye : f A 3] —_ 
fuel plants. Gas turbines. Combined SY) 7 Y ia Pf st 
ayele giants i ti” Sai é oi Jy 

r one day soon maybe work on P Fe. Ee g gu OSs 
one of the new technologies. Like - iz” fp - 
the fast-breeder reactor. Coal fee Jed Y/ . 
gasification. Battery storage for a if seh 4 I Bh Ly a 
peaking power. Solar heating. — Senn 4 — HL 
Or a host of others. ey wd I 

And that’s only energy. i y/ aE 
There are dozens of exciting ot fs / ef) [f 
fields at GE. ae a 

You might make your of J 2s @ soe | 
future helping us build tone Fo oo 2° kee 
electric mass-transit cars. yo ie mere Et 
Or cleaner, quieter jet ze a ie (— : 
engines. Or electronic | | ee . 
medical devices. Like GE’s ‘ (2 Forty-three separate busi- 
heart Pacemaker.Or better > nesses at GE. Each with its own manage- 
kinds of plastics like our — ment and business objectives. . . 
super-tough Lexan" resin. N : What’s more, since each business is 
Or better kinds of lighting HX part of GE, you have flexibility. If your 
systems. Like our Lucalox" \ work interests change, or you want to 
street lamps that help reduce ( i my advance by learning a new field, we 
crime. GE is big in all kinds of f have many other businesses you can 
areas you might not have ‘ try. 
known about. ji , Sound interesting? Why not send for 

But aword about that /@ our free careers brochure? 
word “big.” At GE you 4 i Just write General Electric, Educa- 
don’t have to worry 4 ; fi tional Communications, W1D, Fairfield, 
about getting caught s : : Connecticut 06481. 
in a “bigness maze.” bi j Progress for People. 

jews not ibe se J j 
ig companies. We’re : . 

decentralized. Into - nf j GENERAL @ ELECTRIC 
43 strategic 7 eg onl» An Equal Opportunity Employer 
business units. ~ f 7 Nw .
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